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This research aims to understand the meaning and the purpose of addiction to facial
cosmetic surgery and lived experience of facial cosmetic surgery. This study of Hermeneutic
Phenomenology was based on the ideas of Martin Heidegger, and to analyze the data with a
research process developed by Van Manen. The data were collected by observation and a review of the
literature. The keyy informants were nine ppeople
p who were addicted to facial cosmetic surgery.
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Additionally, a group of five types of people
includethe following:
mesmerized
owing: people who are mesmer
rized wwith
ith their new look, able to compare
comp themselves to
others with confidence, are confident in being liked by others, people who participate in more
social events and those people who have improved their work life. These types of people would
define cosmetic surgery as a way to help them build their lives. The people who ignored advice
from others might view cosmetic surgery as something simple and easy to proceed with. Lastly,
the seven types of people that were grouped together, which includeddealing with abnormality,
near death experiencesliving with stress, being looked after by others, being viewed as incapable or
weird, people who live in hiding and have a problematic work life defined beauty as something
natural that suited their personal looks. This group of people would have a defined satisfaction
point regarding cosmetic surgery. This can be defined in three types: preparing for future cosmetic
surgery, accepting the truth about cosmetic surgery and accepting comments from society
about their looks and living with it, along with the cosmetic surgery industry.
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